[Neural mechanisms underlying visually guided action].
Visually guided action is generated via multiple modes of information processing. Here, we discuss three modes of neural processing underlying visually guided action. The first mode involves direct visuo-action association. In this mode, an action is planned to reach and grasp a target based on information about the target position (for reaching) and shape (for grasping). The network connecting the premotor and parietal cortices plays a central role in this mode. The second mode involves conditional visuo-action association. In this mode, a particular action is selected based on a rule associating a visual feature with an action. The third mode involves conditional visuo-goal association. In this mode, a visual signal is associated with a behavioral goal, but not with an action. A particular action is subsequently selected to meet this goal. Areas on the route from the inferotemporal cortex to the dorsal premotor cortex, such as the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia, play a role in achieving conditional visuo-action and conditional visuo-goal associations. In summary, our analysis suggests the involvement of multiple brain networks converging on the premotor cortex in the three modes of neural processing utilized for generating visually guided action.